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write f(p) in place of ?>(/), for peZ and ,/ e V. The term measure will denote an element of C*, that is, a regular Borel signed measure on Z. For μeC*, the measures σμ and odd μ are defined by σμ(B) -μ{σB) and odd μ = (μ -σμ)/2. An odd measure is a measure μ for which μ = odd μ. The space C σ is the range of the contractive projection P defined on C by P/= odd/. The adjoint P* is an isometry of C* onto the space of odd measures. Thus we may regard C* as the weak* closed subspace of C* consisting of all odd measures. For a subset T of C* 9 T denotes the weak* closure of T (relative to C). Thus if T £ C*, then T Q C*. For a subspace X of C σ , X 1 is the annihilator of J in C σ *. For zeZ, δ z denotes point mass at z, and we define y z = odd δ z . We shall use terminology and results from [11] concerning the Choquet ordering and maximal measures. If z 6 Z and μ is any maximal probability measure on K representing z, we define π z = odd μ. (This is well-defined by Lazar's theorem [7, §21, Theorem 7] .) For feC, the function f π is defined on Zby fπ(z) = \ fdπ z for each zeZ.
Since π z is supported by Z, we may
JZ denote f π (z) by π z (f).
It is shown in the proof of the Bednar-Lacey theorem [7, §21, Theorem 8] that for each /eC, the function f π (denoted there by f p ) is integrable with respect to every μeC*. Their theorem includes the following characterization of V, which first appeared as [4, Corollary 3.3] :
3» Preliminary lemmas* LEMMA 3. 
(1) and (2) are easily verified. In (3), the conclusion holds for / the restriction to Z of a continuous convex function on K [7, p. 217] and these functions are uniformly dense in C. Using (1) and (2) as well, one may routinely verify that the conclusion holds for every / e C. To prove (4), let z e E and let μ be any maximal probability measure representing z. Then μ = d z [11, p. 8] .
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The statement in (5) follows from (4) and the Effros-Bednar-Lacey characterization of V quoted at the end of §2.
JZ~E )
Proof. The inclusion 2 is clear by Lemma 3.1(5) . The reverse inclusion follows from Lemma 3.1(4) and the fact that the annihilator of V in C* consists of those μ e C* such that I f π dμ = 0 for all f eC. (See proof of [7, §21, Theorem 8] The proof will be preceded by several lemmas following, to some extent, the general pattern of Gleit's proof of [5, Theorem 1.4] . Our main objective is to show that C*/A L is isometric to C*{Z; (Z~ E) U Y}> In Lemmas 4.2-4.4 below, we preserve the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 4.1. In particular, the separability of V implies that π g is supported by E.
Let S = {Ύ y : y e Y}. (Recall that y y = oάάδ 9 .) LEMMA 
Let μ e cδ(S). Then μ is an odd measure on YU -Y and μ{Y) = 1/2.
Proof Clearly μ is odd. Let {μj £ co(S) be a sequence which converges weak* to μ. Then supp μ n ζ^YΌ -Y for each n, hence suppμCYU -Y [2, III, §3, Proposition 6]. By Urysohn's lemma, there are g lf g 2 eC with g 1 = 1 on Y, g x -0 on -Y, g 2 = 0 on F, and g 2 = -1 on -Y. Let / = oddfo + ft). Then / e C σ , / = 1 on Γ, and / = -1 on -Y. We have μ n {f) = 1 for all w, hence jw(/) = 1. Thus
The following notation will be used in Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 and in the proof of Theorem 4.1. We also preserve the definition of S preceding Lemma 4.2. Let D = {f e C σ : f(y) = π q (f) for all y e Y). Let F = \μ e C*: there exists an odd measure λonΓU-7 such that
JFU-F )
and let Γ = {y y -π g : y e Y}.
Proof. To prove (1), we first show that cό(Γ) £ F. Let v e co(Γ) and let χ=v+π q .
Then clearly λ e co(S). Hence by Lemma 4.2, X is an odd measure on7U-Γ and X(Y) = 1/2. Therefore veF. Thus span(cό(Γ)) £ F because F is a linear subspace of C*. For the reverse inclusion, let μ 6 F and assume μ Φ 0. Then there is a nonzero
Since X is odd, we have σX + = λ~, hence X = odd(2λ + ) [4, p. 443] . Also, ||2λ + || = ||λ|| because ||2λ
Let λ x and λ 2 be defined by λ x (B) = 2λ + (£ Π Y) and λ 2 (5) = 2X + (B Π-Y) for all Borel B Q Z. Then λ x + λ 2 = 2λ + , hence odd λ x + odd λ 2 = λ. Thus \ and λ 2 cannot both be zero. We consider first the case where one of x t is zero. Suppose X λ = 0. Then λ 2 = 2λ + is a positive measure on -Y, and 11 λ 2 11/| | X \ \ -1. We then have Wl|λ|| ecδ({δ_,: ye Y}) [11, p. 3] , hence oddλ 2 /||λ|| ecδ({y_ y : y e Y}) = cδ(-S) = -cδ(S). Thus-λ/||λ||eco(S). Then (-λ/||λ||) -π q eco(T), and also 2λ(Γ) = -||λ|| by Lemma 4.2.
, and so ^6span(co(Γ)). A similar argument will show that if λ 2 = 0, then λ/||λ|| eco(S), and μ = ||λ||((λ/||λ||) -π q ) is in span(co(Γ)). We now consider the case \ Φ 0 and λ 2 Φ 0. Then WIKH 6 Έδ({d y : y e Γ}) and λ 2 /l[λ 2 || 6 cδ({δ_ y : y e Y}). Hence odd λ 1 /l|λ 1 (| 6 cδ(S) and -odd λ 2 /||λ 2 || ecδ(S). Then HλJI = 2oddλ 1 (F) and ||λ 2 || = -2oddλ 2 (Γ) by Lemma 4.2. Hence \\\\\ -\\X 2 \\ = 2λ(Γ). Thus X -H^liαoddWIIλill) -π q ) -yλ 2 ||((-oddλ 2 /||λ 2 ||) -π q ) + 2X(Y)π q , and so μ = X -2λ(Γ)ττ g 6span(co(Γ)). Hence F = span(co(Γ)). We now prove (2) . Clearly
To show that F is weak* closed, it suffices to show it is norm closed [3, V. 5.9] . We proceed as in Part A of the proof of [5, Theorem 1.4] . Consider a μeF.
Then there is an odd measure 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We first show that A* is isometric to C*{Z; (Z~E)ΌY}.
Since A* is isometric to C*/A-S it will suffice to construct an isometry of C*{Z; 158
and so \\μ\\ ^ \ι>\(E ~ X) + \v\(Z ~ E) + M(X~ {g, -9}) = MCZ) = ||v||, thus completing the proof that 0 is an isometry. Continuing to denote ΓU-Γbyl, let C*{Z; {Z ~ E) U X} be the space of all measures whose total variation on (Z ~ E) U X is zero. Gleit has shown that this is an L-space [6, Proposition 1.1]. The space C*{Z; (Z ~ E) U Y) is the range of the contractive projection P on C* {Z; (Z ~ E) \J X} defined by P(μ)=oάdμ. Thus Cΐ{Z\ (Z ~ E)\J Y} is isometric to an 7^-space [7, §17] , hence A is a Lindenstrauss space.
For each peZ ~ {0}, the evaluation functional (measure) y p is an extreme point of the unit ball in C* [7, §10, Lemma 3] Properties of ω z were studied and used effectively in [4] . In the proof of Lemma 5.1 below, Γ β and 1° denote the annihilators of I β and I, respectively, in V*. This lemma is the analog for Lindenstrauss spaces of [5, Lemma 2.2 Proof. Let I β = {g e V: q β {g) = 0}. Then Γ β = span(^), hence I β is an Λf-ideal [9, Theorem 5.8] . Let I -{\I β , and suppose I were an M-ideal. Then 1° would be a weak* closed L-summand in 7* containing q. Let L q be the intersection of all weak* closed Lsummands containing q, and let H q = L q Π K. Then L q is a weak* closed L-summand [1, Proposition 1.13] and H q is the smallest weak* closed biface containing q [1, pp. 168, 169] . We have supp ω q £ H q [4, Lemma 5.6 ], hence p 6 L q . Then, since L q £ 7° and / 6 7, it follows that p(f) = 0. But this contradicts the hypothesis p(J) φ 0, so we conclude that I is not an Af-ideal. THEOREM (2) was proved by Uttersrud [12, Theorem 10] . (2) => (3) is obvious. Not (l)=>not (3) (V separable). Suppose V is not a G-space. Then there exists qeZ ~ [0,l] E [4, Theorem 6.3] . Since q Φ 0, ω g /||α)J| is a maximal probability measure [4, p. 444] , hence is supported by E. Thus supp ω q f]Eφ 0. Then since q g [0, 1]E and ω q (f) = f(q) for all / e V, there must be two linearly independent points, say p x and p 2 , in supp ω q Π E. Since qeZ ~ E, there is a sequence {q n } £ E ~ {±p lf ±p 2 } which converges weak* to q. Let Y = [q %: n = 1, 2, •} U {q}. We may assume Yd -Y = 0. We also have π q (Y) < 1/2. To see this, let μ be any maximal probability measure representing q. Then ω q <; μ [4, p. 443 REMARK. In [10, p. 78] , there is an example of a Lindenstrauss space which is not a G-space and which illustrates well the above proof. COROLLARY 5.3 [5, Theorem 2.3] . A separable simplex space is an M-space if and only if the intersection of any family of Mideals is an M-ideals.
